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1.  Introduction

 Consider a situation in which a local government has a budget for building a bridge

and several communities compete against one another to win the budget.  The local

government selects the winning community according to a rule which is based on the

voluntary contributions people in the communities make.  For example, the local government

can use a lottery-like winner-selecting mechanism in which people in the communities

purchase as many lottery tickets as they want from the government, and the winning

community is selected by drawing one ticket out of the tickets sold.  The proceeds or

contributions are nonrefundable and go into general government revenues, where they may be

used to finance other local public goods.  The people in the winning community are granted

the budget and build a bridge from which they all get benefits which means that the budget

is a public good within the community.

 Contests involving group-specific public-good prizes, like the motivating or

illustrative example above, are easily observed in the real world.  Examples include class

action litigation, various types of rent-seeking contests, budget-seeking contests, competition

between domestic and foreign firms to obtain governmental trade policies favorable to them,

R&D competition between consortiums, election campaigns between political parties, and

competition between local governments to invite business firms into their districts.1

 The purpose of this paper is to examine how severe the free-rider problem is in such

contests by examining the equilibrium effort levels of individual players and groups.  To do

so, we consider group contests  and   in which the individualn- without with budget constraints

players choose their effort levels simultaneously and independently, and each group's contest

success function, which is the rule that describes the relationship between effort levels of the

groups and its probability of winning, is continuous.

 We first consider the following contest.  There are  groups that compete to win an

group-specific public-good prize.  The individual players choose their effort levels

simultaneously and independently.  Each player's effort is irreversible.  Unlike the selection
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rule of all-pay auctions, each group's contest success function is continuous, and thus a group

which expends less effort than its rivals may win the prize.  Each player's valuation for the

prize is publicly known, and the valuations may differ across the individual players.  In this

basic model, we show the following.  First, only the highest-valuation players in each group

expend positive effort at a Nash equilibrium the "exploitation" of the highest-valuation

players by the rest arises.  This result basically comes from the fact that, in each group, the

highest-valuation players have the greatest gross marginal payoff at any effort level, whereas

all the players (including the highest-valuation players) have the same marginal cost that is

constant at unity.  Given this fact, at the effort level optimal for the highest-valuation players,

the gross marginal payoffs for the other players in the group are less than the marginal cost.

This, in turn, implies that unless they expend zero effort, the players whose valuations for the

prize are less than somebody else's in the group always have an incentive to decrease their

effort levels.  Second, the equilibrium effort level of each group and the equilibrium total

effort level depend solely on  values, which consist of each group's highest valuation for then

prize.  This implies that each group's equilibrium effort level and the equilibrium total effort

level are independent of the number of players, the sum of valuations, and the distribution of

valuations in each group, as long as changes in these do not change the highest valuation for

that group.  Third, each group's equilibrium effort level depends on the highest valuation, not

the sum of the valuations of the players in the group, so that there is "underinvestment" in the

contest for the group as a whole.  Finally, we point out that, due to the free-rider problem, the

equilibrium expected payoffs for the effort-expending highest-valuation players in each group

may be less than those for other players in the group.  Baik (1993) considers this basic model.

However, the analysis and explanations in the paper are rather incomplete.  In this paper, we

analyze the basic model completely, which we need to analyze the main model, and discuss

the implications of the main result thoroughly.

 The basic model is then extended to cover a situation in which the players are budget-

constrained.  In this main model, knowing the valuations and budgets of the other players in
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his group, each player figures out the effort levels to be expended by the other players in his

group who have higher valuations than himself.  If he expects their effort levels to be large

enough from his perspective, he expends zero effort.  Otherwise, he expends positive effort.

Based on these (and others), we claim that low-valuation players free ride on high-valuation

players' contributions, not vice versa, and describe it as the exploitation of the high-valuation

players by the low-valuation players.  Next, we show that, overall, more players exert positive

effort in the case where the players are budget-constrained, compared with the basic model in

which the players have no budget constraints.  This suggests that when public goods are

financed by voluntary contributions of individuals, introducing caps on individual

contributions may "alleviate" the free-rider problem.  Finally, we point out that a group's

equilibrium effort level obtained in the main model may be greater than that obtained in the

basic model.

 Katz et al. (1990), Ursprung (1990), Baik (1993), Riaz et al. (1995), Dijkstra (1998),

and Baik et al. (2001) study contests with group-specific public-good prizes.  Among them,

Baik (1993) and Baik et al. (2001) are closely related to this paper.  The two papers employ

models in which players have , and establish that the free-rider problemno budget constraints

is of the severest form that is, in each group, all the players except highest-valuation

players free ride.  Specifically, Baik (1993) considers the basic model in this paper.  Baik et

al. (2001) consider contests with two groups, and model them as first-price all-pay auctions:

A group which expends more effort than its rival wins the prize with certainty, and the

winning group pays the higher "bid," i.e., its own bid.

 In this paper, the individual players in each group choose their effort levels

noncooperatively to win their public-good prize.  In other words, they play a game of the

private (also called voluntary) provision of a public good.  Accordingly, this paper is related

to the literature on the private provision of public goods the literature which deals with

situations in which public goods are financed by voluntary contributions of individuals (see,
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for example, Olson, 1965; Bergstrom et al., 1986; Gradstein et al., 1994; Konrad, 1994;

Varian, 1994; Vicary, 1997; Robledo, 1999; Marx and Matthews, 2000).

 The paper proceeds as follows.  Section 2 develops the basic model.  Section 3 obtains

the Nash equilibria of the game.  Section 4 presents and analyzes the main model in which the

players are budget-constrained.  Finally, Section 5 presents conclusions.

2.  The basic model

 Consider a contest in which groups (1 through ) compete to win a prize, wheren n

n i m   1.  Group consists of risk-neutral players who expend effort to win the prize, wherei

mi   1.  The prize is a public good within each group thus, it is called a group-specific

public-good prize.  The individual players' valuations for the prize may differ.  Let vik

represent the valuation for the prize of player in group .  Each player's valuation for thek i

prize is positive and publicly known.

Assumption 1.  0.Without loss of generality, we assume that v v  . . . vi i im1 2      i

 Let  represent the effort level expended by player in group , and let representx k i X  ik i

the effort level expended by all the players in group , so that .  Each player's efforti  X xi ik
m

k=
´

i

1

is irreversible each player cannot recover his effort expended whether or not his group wins

the prize.  Effort levels are nonnegative, and are measured in units commensurate with the

prize.  Let  denote the probability that group wins the prize.  We assume that each group'sp i i

probability of winning depends on the other groups' effort levels as well as its own.

Specifically, we assume that the contest success function for group  isi

   ( , . . . , ),p   p X Xi i nœ 1
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where 0 1, the function  has the properties specified in Assumption 2 below, andŸ Ÿp pi i
n

j=
j

1
p œ 1.

Assumption 2.  We assume that p X  p X  p X  and 0, 0, 0,` i i i i jiÎ`   ` Î` Ÿ ` Î` Ÿ2 2

` `  ` 2 2 2 2 2p X   We further assume that p X  and p X  when X fori i i i jj iÎ`   Î` Î` 0.  0  0 0 

some j  and p X  and p X  when X,  0  0  0.`  `  i j i ijÎ` Î`2 2 3

 Assumption 2 says that, given the rival groups' effort levels, each group's probability

of winning is increasing in its own effort level at a decreasing rate.  It also says that each

group's probability of winning is decreasing in a rival group's effort level at a decreasing rate,

given that the effort levels of the rest remain constant.  Under Assumption 2, the group

expending the largest effort level does not win the prize with certainty that is, it may lose

the prize when there are at least two groups which expend positive effort levels.

 Let represent the expected payoff for player in group .  Then the payoff function1ik  k i

for player in group  isk i

    v p X X   x1ik ik i n ikœ ( , . . . , ) .1

 We assume that all the players in the contest choose their effort levels independently

and simultaneously that is, when a player chooses his effort level, he does not know the

other players' effort levels.  Finally, we assume that all of the above is common knowledge

among the players, and employ Nash equilibrium as the solution concept.4

3.  The exploitation of the highest-valuation players by the rest

 This section obtains the pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the game, and shows that

although the players in each group have the common goal of winning the group-specific
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public-good prize, only the highest-valuation players in that group are "active" in equilibrium;

the rest expend zero effort and free ride.

 Let  denote the best response of player in group , given effort levels of all thex k iB
ik

other players in the contest.  By definition, it is the effort level which maximizes his expected

payoff

     v p X X   x1ik ik i n ikœ ( , . . . , )1

subject to the nonnegativity constraint, 0.  Thus  satisfies the first-order condition:x xik
B
ik 

 v p x v p X xik i ik ik i i
B
ik( )  1  ( )  1  0 for  0 (1)` Î` ` Î` œ  œ 

or

 v p x v p X xik i ik ik i i
B
ik( )  1  ( )  1  0 for  0. (2)` Î` ` Î` œ œ  Ÿ

In the case where 0, the marginal gross payoff, ( ), for player in group  isx v p x k iB
ik ik i ik ` Î`

equal to his marginal cost, 1, at that positive effort level.  In the case where 0, hisxB
ik œ

marginal gross payoff does not exceed his marginal cost at that zero effort.  Note that under

Assumption 2, his marginal gross payoff, ( ), decreases in his effort level, .  Thisv p x xik i ik ik` Î`

implies that his payoff function, , is strictly concave in his effort level, , which in turn1ik ik x

implies that the second-order condition for maximizing is satisfied and is unique.1ik
B
ik x  

 As a preliminary step to obtain the Nash equilibria of the game, we obtain its - -group i

specific equilibria i .  Given effort levels of the other groups, a group- -specific equilibrium is

defined as an -tuple vector of effort levels, one for each player in group , at which eachm ii

player's effort level is the best response to the other players' effort levels (including those of

the players in the other groups).

 We begin by defining group 's player- -best response to the other groups' efforti k

levels.  Let  denote an ( 1)-tuple vector of effort levels, one for each group exceptXi n 

group :  ( , . . . , , , . . . , ).i X X X  XXi ´ 1 1 1i i n 
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Definition 1.  , , ,Given the other groups' effort levels group i's player-k-best responseXi

X v is defined as the effort level which maximizesB
i ik( ; ), Xi

   v p X   Xik i i i( , )Xi 

subject to the nonnegativity constraint, Xi   0.

 Group 's player- best response to  represents the best response of group as ai k- i Xi

whole to  when the valuation for the prize of player  in group  is taken into account.  ToXi k i

put it differently, it is group 's best response to the other groups' effort levels which isi

computed with player 's valuation.  Naturally, group 's player- best response, ( ; ),k i k- X vB
i ikXi

satisfies the first-order condition:

   v p X X vik i i ik
B
i( )  1  0 for  ( ; ) 0 (3)` Î`  œ Xi

or

   v p X X vik i i ik
B
i( )  1  0 for  ( ; ) 0. (4)` Î` œ Ÿ Xi

The term, ( ), in expressions (3) and (4) decreases in due to Assumption 2.v p X X  ik i i i` Î`

Therefore, the second-order condition is satisfied and group 's player- best response,i k-

X vB
i ik( ; ), is unique.Xi

 Lemma 1 compares group 's best responses computed with different players'i 

valuations to the other groups' effort levels.

Lemma 1.  Given the other groups' effort levels group i's best response computed with, , Xi

a higher valuation is greater than or equal to that computed with a lower valuation.  Thus

X v X v  holds for s mB B
i iis is i( ; ) ( ; )  2, . . . , .X X i i1   œ

 Lemma 1 comes from two facts.  One is that given a positive effort level from the

other groups, group 's gross marginal payoff computed with a higher valuation is greater thani
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that computed with a lower valuation at any effort level.  The other is that group 's marginali

cost of increasing effort is constant.  Lemma 1 says that given the other groups' effort levels,

group 's player-1 best response is the largest, its player- best response is the smallest, andi - m -i

the rest are inbetween.

 Now we are prepared to find group- -specific equilibria.  Let an -tuple vector ofi mi

effort levels, ( , . . . , ), represent a group- -specific equilibrium, given the other groups'x x i* *
i im1 i

effort levels, .  At the group- -specific equilibrium, the effort level of each player in groupXi i

i is the best response to the other players' effort levels it satisfies either expression (1) or

(2), given the other players' effort levels.  Lemma 2 shows that group 's effort level, , at ai X *
i

group- -specific equilibrium given  must be equal to group 's player-1-best response toi iXi

X X i i: ( ; ).  Using this result, in Lemma 3, we construct group- -specificX X v i* B
i i iœ 1

equilibria given .Xi

Lemma 2.  Group i's effort level at a group-i-specific equilibrium given  is equal to groupXi

i's player- -best response to 1 .Xi

 Lemma 2 says that given the other groups' effort levels, group 's effort level at ai

group- -specific equilibrium is exactly the same as the optimal effort level for the highest-i

valuation player in group ; consequently, it depends only on the highest valuation of thei

group.

Lemma 3.  a Given the other groups' effort levels  if X v  then there is a( ) , , ( ; ) 0,X X i i
B
i i1 œ

unique group-i-specific equilibrium at which all the players in group i expend zero effort b.  ( )

If X v  and v v  then there is a unique group-i-specific equilibrium at whichB
i i i i( ; ) 0 ,Xi 1 1 2 

x X v  and x  for s  m c  If X v  and v v v* B * B
i i is ii i i i it it1 1 1 1 1œ œ œ œ ( ; ) 0 2, . . . , .  ( ) ( ; ) 0X X i i  
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for some t then there are multiple group-i-specific equilibria at which x X v,  ( ; )
t

k=

* B
ik i i

1
1œ Xi

and x  for s t m where t m*
is i iœ œ  Ÿ Ÿ0 1, . . . , , 2 .

 Part ( ) says that if just one player has the highest valuation in group , there is ab i

unique group- -specific equilibrium at which only the highest-valuation player expendsi

positive effort and the rest expend zero effort.  Part ( ) says that if more than one player hasc

the highest valuation in group , there are multiple group- -specific equilibria.  At thesei i

equilibria, if a player expends positive effort, then he must have the highest valuation for the

prize in his group; however, there may be highest-valuation players who expend zero effort.

 Now we obtain the pure-strategy Nash equilibria of the game.  Let a ( )-tuple
n

j=
j

1
m

vector of effort levels, ( , . . . , , . . . , , . . . , ), represent a Nash equilibrium.  Atx x x  xN N N N
m n nm11 1 11 n

the Nash equilibrium, each player's effort level is the best response to the other players' effort

levels, which occurs if and only if the  groups each are in group-specific equilibrium.  Thus,n

using Lemma 3, we obtain Proposition 1.

Proposition 1.  The following strategy profiles constitute the Nash equilibria of the game.  a( )

For group i with v v  its players play the strategies  x X v  and x  fori i i
N B N
i i is1 2 11 œ œ, : ( ; ) 0X N

i

s  m b  For group j with v v v  for some t its players use strategiesœ œ 2, . . . , .  ( ) , i j jt jt1 1

such that x X v  and x  for s t m where t m
t

k=

N B N
jk j jsj j j

1
1œ œ œ  Ÿ Ÿ( ; ) 0 1, . . . , , 2 .X N

j

 Proposition 1 implies the following.  First, each group's equilibrium effort level is

equal to its player-1-best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort levels.  Second, in

the case where a group's player-1-best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort levels

is positive, at least one of the highest-valuation players in the group expends positive effort.5

Third, a player whose valuation for the prize is less than somebody else's in his group expends

zero effort namely, he is a free rider.  Following Olson (1965), we describe this
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result that only the highest-valuation players exert effort, and the rest free ride as the 

exploitation of the highest-valuation players by the rest.   Fourth, each group's equilibrium6

effort level and the equilibrium total effort level are equal to those obtained in a reduced

contest in which only  players one for each group, who is one of the highest-valuationn 

players in that group compete to win the prize.   Consequently, to obtain the groups' 7

equilibrium effort levels and/or the equilibrium total effort level, one only needs to solve this

reduced player game.  Fifth, the number of players, the sum of valuations, and then-

distribution of valuations in each group only affect the groups' equilibrium effort levels and

the equilibrium total effort level if changes in them come with a change in the highest

valuation for the group.  Sixth, each group's equilibrium effort level depends on the highest

valuation, not the sum of the valuations of the players in the group, so that there is

"underinvestment" in the contest for the group as a whole.  Finally, it is very likely that, due

to the free-rider problem, the equilibrium expected payoffs for the effort-expending highest-

valuation players in each group is less than those for other players in the group.  Furthermore,

it is likely that the actual payoffs for the effort-expending highest-valuation players in the

winning group is less than those for other players in the group.

 Why do only the highest-valuation players in each group expend positive effort at the

Nash equilibria?  Why do the other players expend zero effort?  The answer to these questions

comes from the fact that, in each group, the highest-valuation players have the greatest gross

marginal payoff at any effort level, whereas all the players (including the highest-valuation

players) have the same marginal cost that is constant at unity.  Given this fact, at the effort

level at which the gross marginal payoff for the highest-valuation players equals the marginal

cost, the gross marginal payoffs for the other players in the group are less than the marginal

cost.   This, in turn, implies that, at the effort level optimal for the highest-valuation players,8

the players expending positive effort except the highest-valuation players have an 

incentive to decrease their effort levels.  Therefore, unless effort is exerted only by highest-

valuation players, an equilibrium cannot occur.
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4.  Budget-constrained players

 We have shown in Section 3 that, in each group, only the highest-valuation players

expend positive effort and the rest expend zero effort.  In this section, we present a main

model in which the players are budget-constrained.

 Consider a model which is the same as the basic model with the exception that the

players are budget constrained.  Let represent the budget of player in group .  Withoutb  k iik

loss of generality, we assume that ,   , where if v v  for some s then b b holdsis is is is 1 1œ  

2 .  Each player's budget is positive and publicly known.  In this game, then, player Ÿ s m kŸ i

in group  faces the following maximization problem:i

   Maximize  ( , . . . , )1ik ik i n ik  v p X X   xœ 1

   subject to his budget constraint  0 .Ÿ Ÿx bik ik

Let  denote the best response of player in group , given effort levels of all the otherx k ib
ik

players in the contest.  By definition, then, it satisfies the first-order condition:

 v p / x v p / X x bik i ik ik i i ik
b
ik( )  1  ( )  1  0 for  , (5)` ` ` `   œ œ 

or

 v p / x v p / X x bik i ik ik i i ik
b
ik( )  1  ( )  1  0 for  0 , (6)` ` ` ` œ  œ  

or

 v p / x v p / X xik i ik ik i i
b
ik( )  1  ( )  1  0 for  0. (7)` ` ` ` œ œ  Ÿ

In the case where , the marginal gross payoff for player in group , ( ), isx b k i v p / xb
ik ik ik i ikœ ` `

either greater than or equal to his marginal cost, 1, at that effort level.  This is the case where

his budget constraint is binding.  When his marginal gross payoff is greater than his marginal

cost, it is beneficial to the player to increase his effort level, but he cannot do so due to the
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limited budget.  As mentioned in Section 3, is strictly concave in , and therefore the1ik ik x

second-order condition for maximizing is satisfied and is unique.1ik
b
ik x  

 In order to characterize the Nash equilibria of this game, we first obtain its group- -i

specific equilibria.  Recall from Section 3 that, given the other groups' effort levels, , aXi

group- -specific equilibrium is defined as an -tuple vector of effort levels, one for eachi mi

player in group , at which each player's effort level is the best response to the other players'i

effort levels.  At a group- -specific equilibrium, thus, the effort level of each player in group i i

satisfies one of the expressions (5) through (7), given the other players' effort levels.  Let an

m x x ii
** **
i im-tuple vector of effort levels, ( , . . . , ), represent a group- -specific equilibrium, given1 i

the other groups' effort levels, .  Recall from Definition 1 that group 's player- bestXi i k-

response to , denoted by ( ; ), is the best response of group as a whole to X X X  i i iX v i B
i ik

when the valuation for the prize of player  in group  is taken into account.  We begin byk i

obtaining group 's effort level, , at the group- -specific equilibria given .  Lemmas 4i X i**
i Xi

and 5 show the results.

Lemma 4.  a Given the other groups' effort levels  if X v b  holds, then( ) , , ( ; )X X i i
B
i i i1 1Ÿ

group i's effort level at a group-i-specific equilibrium is equal to group i's player- -best1

response to X X v b If X v b  holds, then group i's effortX X X  i i i: ( ; ).  ( ) ( ; )** B B
i i ii im ik

m

k=
œ  1

1
i

i

level at the group-i-specific equilibrium is equal to the sum of the budgets of the players in

group i X b: .**
i

m

k=
ikœ

i

1

 The proof of part ( ) is similar to that of Lemma 2, and the proof of part ( ) isa b

immediate.  Thus their proofs are omitted.  Part ( ) says that, given the other groups' efforta

levels, if the budget of player 1 in group  is greater than or equal to group 's player-1-besti i

response, then group 's effort level at a group- -specific equilibrium is equal to group 'si i i

player-1-best response.  This implies that, as long as player 1's budget is large enough to
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cover group 's player-1-best response, introducing the players' budget constraints does noti

affect group 's effort level at a group- -specific equilibrium (see Lemma 2).  Part ( ) showsi i b

the case where all the budget constraints of the players in group  are binding at the group- -i i

specific equilibrium.  Due to Lemma 1, the conditional statement of part ( ) implies thatb

X v b  h h m iB
i ih ik i

m

k=
( ; ) holds for any , where 1 .  That is, the total budget of group Xi   Ÿ

i

1
Ÿ

does not exceed any of group 's best responses recall that group 's player- -bestm  i i ki 

response represents group 's optimal effort level from player 's perspective.i k

 Next, consider the case where ( ; )  and ( ; )  hold.  LetX v b X v bB B
i ii i im ik

m

k=
X X i i1 1

1
 Ÿi

i

q m X v b X be an integer between 2 and , inclusive, such that ( ; )  and ( ;i iq ik
B B
i i

q

k=
X X i i



1

1

1


v b q qiq ik

q

k=
)  hold.  That is,  is an integer such that the total budget of the top 1 playersŸ

1


(according to valuation for the prize) in group  cannot cover group 's player-( 1)-besti i q 

response, but the total budget of the top  players is large enough to cover group 's player- -q i q

best response.  Using Lemma 1, it is easy to see that  is unique.q

Lemma 5.  a Given the other groups' effort levels  if X v b holds, then( ) , , ( ; )  X X i i
B
i iq ik

q

k=
Ÿ

1

1

group i's effort level at the group-i-specific equilibrium is equal to the sum of the budgets of

players  through q X b b If b X v b  holds, then group1 1: .  ( ) ( ; ) ** B
i i

q q q

k= k= k=
ik ik iq ikœ  Ÿ

 1 1

1 1 1
Xi

i's effort level at a group-i-specific equilibrium is equal to group i's player-q-best response to

X X i i: ( ; ).X X v** B
i i iqœ

Proof.  ( ) Let  be group 's effort level such that .  Then, there is a player amonga X i X bi i ik

q

k=


1

1

players 1 through 1 who does not exhaust his budget.  He has an incentive to increase hisq 

effort level because ( ; )  holds for any , where 1 1, and thus X v b h h q XB
i ih ik i

q

k=
Xi  Ÿ

1

1
Ÿ 

falls short of group 's optimal effort level from his perspective.i
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 Next, let  be group 's effort level such that .  Then, there is aX i X bi i ik

q

k=


1

1

player say, player among players  through  who expends positive effort.  Due to the d q mi

conditional statement of part ( ) and Lemma 1, we have ( ;a X b Xi ik

q

k=

B
i  

1

1
Xi

v X v v p / Xiq id id i i
B
i) ( ; ).  It follows from this and Assumption 2 that ( ) 1 0 holds at  ` `Xi  

X  di (see expressions (3) and (4)).  This means that player  has an incentive to decrease his

effort level because his marginal gross payoff is less than his marginal cost (see expressions

(5), (6), and (7)).

 ( ) The proof of part ( ) is similar to that of part ( ), and therefore omitted.b b a

 Part ( ) says that if group 's player- -best response to  is less than or equal to thea i q Xi

total budget of the top 1 players in group , then group 's effort level at the group- -q i i i

specific equilibrium is equal to the total budget of the top 1 players.  This means thatq 

group 's effort level at the group- -specific equilibrium is greater than or equal to group 'si i i

player- -best response.   On the other hand, in part ( ), if group 's player- -best response isq b i q9

greater than the total budget of the top 1 players, then group 's effort level is equal toq i

group 's player- -best response.i q

 Using Lemmas 4 and 5, we obtain group- -specific equilibria given .i Xi

Lemma 6.  a Given the other groups' effort levels  if X v  then there is a( ) , , ( ; ) 0,X X i i
B
i i1 œ

unique group-i-specific equilibrium at which all the players in group i expend zero effort b.  ( )

Consider the case where X v b  holds.  If v v  then there is a unique0 ( ; ) , Ÿ B
i i i i iXi 1 1 1 2

group-i-specific equilibrium at which x X v  and x  for s  m If** B **
i i isi i1 1œ œ œ( ; ) 0 2, . . . , .  Xi

v v v  for some t then there are multiple group-i-specific equilibria at whichi it it1 1œ   , 
t

k=

** B ** B
ik i is ii i i

1
1x X v  and x  for s t m where t m c If Xœ œ œ  Ÿ Ÿ( ; ) 0 1, . . . , , 2 .  ( ) ( ;X X i i

v b  holds, then there is a unique group-i-specific equilibrium at which x b  forim ik ik
m

k=

**
iki

i

)    œ
1
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k  m d Consider the case where X v b and X v bœ  Ÿ1, . . . , .  ( )  ( ; )   ( ; )i i i im ik
B B
i i

m

k=
X X i i1 1

1
i

i

hold If X v b holds, then there is a unique group-i-specific equilibrium at.  ( ; )  B
i iq ik

q

k=
Xi Ÿ

1

1

which x b  for k  q  and x  for s q  m If b X 1, . . . , 1, 0 , . . . , .   ( ;** ** B
ik is iik i ik

q

k=
œ œ œ œ  10

1

1



Xi

v b  holds, then we have the following two subcases.  i If v v v theniq ik iq iq iq

q

k=
) ( )  , Ÿ  

1
1 1 

there is a unique group-i-specific equilibrium at which x b  for k  q**
ik ikœ œ 1, . . . , 1,

x X v b  and x  for s q  m** B **
iq i isiq ik i

q

k=
œ œ œ ( ; ) , 0 1, . . . , .Xi 

1

1

( )   , ii If v v v v v for some h and t then there are multiple group-i-specificih ih iq it it 1 1 œ œ 

equilibria at which x b  for k  h x X v  and x  for** ** B **
ik ik i isik iq

t

k=
œ œ œ œ1, . . . , 1, ( ; ), 0

1
Xi

s t m where h q and q t mœ  Ÿ Ÿ  Ÿ Ÿ1, . . . , , 1 1 1 .i i

 The proof of Lemma 6 is similar to that of Lemma 3, and therefore omitted for concise

exposition.  Parts ( ) and ( ) are stated the same as Lemma 3.  However, if there is more thana b

one highest-valuation player and at least one of the top players has a budget less than group 'si

player-1 best response to , ( ; ), then group- -specific equilibria obtained here are- X v iX X i i
B
i i1

not exactly the same as those obtained in the basic model (or Lemma 3).  Part ( ) says that inb

the case where player 1 in group  has a budget large enough to cover group 's optimal efforti i

level from his perspective (i.e., group 's player-1-best response), only the highest-valuationi

players in the group expend positive effort.

 Part ( ) says that if the total budget of the players in group  does not exceed evenc i

group 's player- -best response the smallest of the  group 's best responses then alli m m ii i 

the players in group  exhaust their budgets.  In part ( ), the gross marginal payoff for eachi c

player is greater than the marginal cost at any effort level up to his budget because his

budget is far less than group 's optimal effort level from his perspective so that it isi 

beneficial to the player to expend all his budget.
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 In part ( ), the total budget of the top 1 players in group  cannot cover group 'sd q i i

player-( 1)-best response, but that of the top  players is large enough to cover group 'sq q i

player- -best response.  The first case of part ( ) is then the one where ( ;q d X B
i Xi

v b X v v viq ik iq iq iq

q

k=

B
i) ( ; ) holds.  In this case,  holds due to Lemma 1, andŸ  





1

1
1 1Xi 

group 's effort level at the group- -specific equilibrium is equal to the total budget of the topi i

q q i 1 players (see Lemma 5).  The top 1 players exhaust their budgets at the group- -

specific equilibrium because their budgets fall short of group 's optimal effort levels fromi

their perspectives, and because they cannot get any help from players  through  due toq mi

their smaller valuations.  On the other hand, players  through  expend zero effort becauseq mi

group 's optimal effort levels from their perspectives do not exceed the total effort level ofi

the top 1 players.  They simply wait for the top 1 players to expend all their budgets.q q 

 Next, consider the second case of part ( ) where group 's player- -best response isd i q

greater than the total budget of the top 1 players in group .  In this case, if player 'sq i q

valuation differs from any other player's in group , then there is a unique group- -specifici i

equilibrium at which the top 1 players exhaust their budgets, player  expends positiveq q

effort to attain group 's optimal effort level from his perspective, and players 1 throughi q 

m qi expend zero effort.  Similarly to the preceding paragraph, the top 1 players exhaust

their budgets because their budgets fall short of group 's optimal effort levels from theiri

perspectives, and because the valuations of players  through  are smaller than theirs.  Evenq mi

though the top 1 players exhaust their budgets, their total effort level is less than group 'sq i

player- -best response, and thus player  makes up the difference.  Players 1 through q q q m i

have no incentive to expend positive effort because group 's optimal effort levels from theiri

perspectives are less than the total effort level of the top  players.  Finally, in the secondq

subcase where some players in group  have the valuation equal to player 's, there arei q

multiple group- -specific equilibria.  At these equilibria, a player whose valuation is greateri

than player 's exhausts his budget, a player whose valuation is less than player 's expendsq q
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zero effort, and a player whose valuation is equal to player 's expends either positive or zeroq

effort.

 Now, using Lemma 6, it is straightforward to obtain the Nash equilibria of the game.

Note that a Nash equilibrium exists if and only if the  groups each are in group-specificn

equilibrium.  We do not repeat the complicated statements in Lemma 6.  Instead, we highlight

the following interesting results obtained at the Nash equilibria.

Proposition 2.  a  If the total budget of the players in a group does not exceed even the( )  

group's player-m -best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort levels then all thei , 

players in the group exhaust their budgets b  If the total budget of the top  players in a.  ( ) α

group is less than the group's player- -best response to the other groups' equilibrium effortα

levels and if the valuation for the prize of player  is greater than that of player then,  1, α α

the top  players in the group exhaust their budgets c  If a player expends positive effort,α .  ( )

then the players in his group who have higher valuations than himself exhaust their budgets.

( )d  If the total budget of the top  players in a group is greater than or equal to the group's"

player- -best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort levels and if the( 1) , " 

valuation for the prize of player  is greater than that of player then the players in the" " 1, 

group whose valuations for the prize are less than player 's expend zero effort e  Each" .   ( )11

group's equilibrium effort level never exceeds its player best response to the other groups'-1-

equilibrium effort levels.

 Interestingly, parts ( ) and ( ) imply that if some player, say player , exhausts hisa b h

budget, then players 1 through 1 all exhaust their budgets.  Part ( ) implies that if someh d

player, say player , expends zero effort, then all the players whose valuations for the prize aret

less than player 's expend zero effort.  Therefore, based on parts ( ) through ( ), we claimt a d

that low-valuation players free ride on high-valuation players' contributions, not vice versa,

and describe it as the exploitation of the high-valuation players by the low-valuation players.
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 Part ( ) is stated in more detail as follows.  If player 1 in a group has a budget largee

enough to cover the group's player-1-best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort

levels, or if all the players in a group have the same valuation and their total budget is greater

than or equal to the group's player-1-best response (or equivalently, the group's player- -bestk

response), then the group's equilibrium effort level is equal to its player-1-best response.

Otherwise, it is less than the group's player-1-best response.

 Now, an interesting question is: How does the equilibrium effort level of a group

obtained here compare to that obtained in the basic model (or Proposition 1)?  At a first

glance of part ( ) and Proposition 1, it may appear that the former does not exceed the latter.e

But this appearance may be wrong.  Notice that "the other groups' equilibrium effort levels"

obtained here may differ from those obtained in the basic model.  In fact, the answer to the

question depends on which specific contest success functions are used as well as how stiff

budget constraints the players face.

 Proposition 2 together with Proposition 1 establishes that, overall, more players exert

positive effort in the case where the players are budget-constrained, compared with the basic

model in which the players have no budget constraints.  Especially, if the total budget of the

players in a group cannot cover even the group's player- -best response to the other groups'mi

equilibrium effort levels, then all the players in the group exhaust their budgets.  All this

suggests that when public goods are financed by voluntary contributions of individuals,

introducing caps on individual contributions may "alleviate" the free-rider problem.

5.  Conclusions

 We have examined the equilibrium effort levels of individual players and groups in

contests in which  groups compete to win group-specific public-good prizes, and then

individual players choose their effort levels simultaneously and independently.  We first

considered the basic model in which the players have no budget constraints, and then

considered the main model in which the players are budget-constrained.
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 In the basic model, we showed that only the highest-valuation players in each group

expend positive effort at a Nash equilibrium.  We also showed that the equilibrium effort level

of each group and the equilibrium total effort level depend solely on  values, which consistn

of each group's highest valuation for the prize.  This implies that the equilibrium effort level

of each group and the equilibrium total effort level are independent of the number of players,

the sum of valuations, and the distribution of valuations in each group, as long as changes in

these do not change the highest valuation for that group.  Finally, we showed that because

each group's equilibrium effort level depends on the highest valuation, not the sum of the

valuations of the players in the group, there is "underinvestment" in the contest for the group

as a whole.

 In the main model, we showed that if some player, say player , exhausts his budget,h

then players 1 through 1 all exhaust their budgets; if a player expends positive effort, thenh 

the players in his group who have higher valuations than himself exhaust their budgets.  We

also showed that if some player, say player , expends zero effort, then all the players whoset

valuations for the prize are less than player 's expend zero effort.  Based on these, we claimedt

that low-valuation players free ride on high-valuation players' contributions.  Finally, we

showed that, overall, more players exert positive effort in the case where the players are

budget-constrained, compared with the basic model in which the players have no budget

constraints.

 In Section 4, we pointed out that a group's equilibrium effort level obtained in the

main model may be greater than that obtained in the basic model.  This leads to an interesting

question: How does the equilibrium total effort level obtained in the main model compare to

that obtained in the basic model?  The answer depends on the specific contest success

functions used and the players' budget constraints.  We leave this question for future research.
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Footnotes

1. A contest is a situation in which individual players or groups compete by expending

irreversible effort or resources to win a prize.  Due to their prevalence and importance in

economies, contests have been studied by many economists.  Examples include Tullock

(1980), Rosen (1986), Dixit (1987), Hillman and Riley (1989), Nitzan (1991), Che and Gale

(1998, 2003), Clark and Riis (1998), Hurley and Shogren (1998), Moldovanu and Sela

(2001), Baye and Hoppe (2003), Szymanski (2003), and Konrad (2004).

2. Throughout the paper, when we use  and  at the same time, we mean that .i j i jÁ

3. A specific form of the function  ispi

  ( , . . . , ) if  0p X X  X S Si n i1 œ Î 

     n S1 if  0,Î œ

where .  This specifies that group 's probability of winning the prize is equal to itsS X i´
n

j
j

œ1

effort level divided by the groups' total effort level if the total effort level is positive, and it is

equal to 1  if all the groups expend zero.  This simplest logit-form contest success functionÎn

is extensively used in the literature on the theory of contests.  Examples include Tullock

(1980), Hillman and Riley (1989), Ursprung (1990), Nitzan (1991), Che and Gale (1997),

Baik and Lee (2001), Szymanski (2003), and Stein and Rapoport (2004).

4. We assume that the strategy profile at which all the players expend zero effort does

not constitute a Nash equilibrium, which implies that some player has an incentive to expend

positive effort when the other players expend zero effort.

5. If the group has more than one highest-valuation player, then multiple Nash equilibria

exist (see part ( ) of Proposition 1).  In this case, there are equilibria at which some, but notb

all, highest-valuation players in the group expend zero effort.
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6. Olson (1965, pp. 22-36) considers a situation in which a collective good is provided

for a small unequal group by its members.  By unequal group he means "group composed of

members of greatly different size or interest in the collective good."  Olson argues that "there

is a systematic tendency for 'exploitation' of the great by the small," which means that "the

largest member, the member who would on his own provide the largest amount of the

collective good, bears a disproportionate share of the burden of providing the collective

good."

7. If a group has just one highest-valuation player, then the equilibrium effort level of the

highest-valuation player, too, is equal to his equilibrium effort level obtained in the reduced

n-player contest.

8. Proposition 1 establishes that each group's equilibrium effort level is equal to its

player-1-best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort levels.  Hence, if a group's

equilibrium effort level is positive, then the gross marginal payoff for the highest-valuation

players in the group must equal the marginal cost at the group's equilibrium effort level.

9. Because ( ; ) holds, group 's effort level at the group- -specific
q

k=
ik iq

B
i





1

1
1b X v i i Xi

equilibrium is less than group 's player-( 1)-best response.i q 

10. Recall from Lemma 5 that  is an integer between 2 and , inclusive, such thatq mi

X v b X v bB B
i iiq ik iq ik

q q

k= k=
( ; )  and ( ; )  hold.X X i i



1

1

1 1
 Ÿ

11. Part ( ) implies that if player 1 in a group has a budget greater than or equal to thed

group's player-2-best response to the other groups' equilibrium effort levels, then the players

in the group whose valuations for the prize are less than the highest one expend zero effort.
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